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High and Low Part 2: Complete the Square: Learn the process of completing the square of a quadratic function to find the maximum or minimum to discover  height of a dolphin' jump in this interactive tutorial. This Ã is part 2 of a series of 2 parts. Click HERE to open part 1. Type: Original Student High and Low Tutorial Part 1: Complete the square:
Learn the process of completing the square of a quadratic function to find the maximum or minimum to discover  height of a dolphin' jump in this interactive tutorial. This Ã is part 1 of a series of 2 parts. Click HERE to open Part 2. Type: Original student tutorial Identify parts of linear expressions: In this original tutorial you will learn to identify and
interpret parts of linear expressions in terms of mathematical or real world contexts. Type: Original Student Solving Systems of Linear Equations Tutorial Part 2: Replacement: Learn how to solve linear equation systems using replacement in this interactive tutorial. This part 2 in a series of 7 parts. Click below to explore the other tutorials in the
series. Part 1: Solving Linear Equation Systems Part 1: Using Charts Part 3: Solving Linear Equation Systems Part 3: Basic Elimination (Incoming) Part 4: Solving Linear Equation Systems Part 4: Advanced Elimination (Incoming) Part 5: Solving Linear Equation Systems Part 5: Connecting Algebraic Methods to the Chart (Incoming) Part 6: Solving
Linear Equation Systems Part 6: Writing Systems from Context (Incoming) Part 7: Solving Linear Equation Systems Part 7: arrival) Type: Student Original Tutorial Exponential Functions Part 3: Decay: Learn about exponential decay by calculating the value of used cars by examining equations, graphs and tables in this tutorial Type: Original Student
Tutorial Linear Functions: Jobs: Learn to interpret the key features of linear functions and translate between representations of linear functions through exploration of teens jobs in Interactive tutorial. Type: Student's original tutorial exponential functions part 2: growth: discover exponential growth in the context of the interest accrued when the
money is deposited in a savings account by examining equations, graphs and tables in this interactive tutorial. Type: Original Student Tutorial exponential functions part 1: learn about the exponential functions and how they differ from the linear functions by examining the situations of the real world, their graphs and tables in this interactive tutorial.
Type: original student tutorial functions, functions, everywhere: part 2: continue to find out how to determine whether a relationship is a function using graphic graphics and situations of history in this interactive tutorial. This is the second tutorial of a two -part series. Click here to open part 1. Type: Original Student Tutorial Functions, Functions
everywhere: Part 1: What is it a function so? Where do we see the functions in real life? Explore these questions and much more using different contexts in this interactive tutorial. This is the first part of a two -part series on the functions. Click here to open part 2. The K on a graphic effect: in this interactive tutorial you can view the effect of the use
of a value of K both in KF (X) and in F (KX) when K is greater than zero. Type: original student tutorial to build functions from two points: Learn to build a function to model a linear relationship between two quantities and determine the slope and the intercepting y data two points that represent the function with this interactive tutorial. K on K on a
graphic designer: find out how the reflections of a function are created and linked to the value of K on the mapping of F (X) at -1f (x) in this interactive tutorial. K on the graphic effect: explore the translations of the functions of a graphic designer caused by K in this interactive tutorial. Geogebra and the elements of practice rep rep itazzilitu onos
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calculate and and An average variation rate on a certain interval on a graph in this interactive tutorial. Type: original student exercise justifiable steps: Learn to explain the steps used to solve linear equations with more stages and explains the reasons to support these steps with this interactive tutorial. Type: original student tutorial to find solutions
on a graphic: learn to determine the number of possible solutions for a linear equation with this interactive tutorial. Type: Student Original Tutorial Solveing an equation using a graphic designer: follow as we learn why coordinate x of the intersection point of two functions is the solution of equation f (x) = g (x) in this tutorial interactive. Type:
original student exercise graphing square functions: follow how we discover the main features of a square equation written at the top in this interactive tutorial. Type: Original exercise for students Building linear functions from tables: learn to build linear functions from tables that contain sets of data related to each other in special ways by
completing this interactive tutorial. Type: original student tutorial smiles: in this online problem-solving challenge, students apply algebraic reasoning to determine the "costs" of the individual types of faces with the sum of eyelashes, smiles and neutral faces. This page provides three pictorial problems involving the resolution of equations systems
together with suggestions to think through the problem, the solution and other similar problems. Type: problem-solving, quadruplication leads to halving: students explore the structure of operation s/ (vn). This question offers students the opportunity to see the expressions as built by a sequence of operations: first taking the square root of N, then
dividing the result of that operation in s. Type: task of Musical preferences problems: this task of solving problems asks students to make deductions on the type of music that students like by examining a table with data. Type: Type: ²Ãup enoizauqe'nu id ital i ibmartne id arutardauq al iuc ni enoizautis anu itneduts ilga erartsom id olleuq ¨Ã otipmoc
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aenil alled attecretni'l e aznednep al eraterpretni id Ãticapac al eratulav ¨Ã ksat otseuq id opocs ol :II idarG e gnitxeT ksaT In an equation with more solutions compared to the original one. Type: Problem-Solving Task Quinoa Pasta 3: This task is an example of a mathematical modeling problem (SMP 4) and also illustrates SMP 1 (make sense of a
problem). problem). We are told that there are only two ingredients in the pasta and that they have a picture of the box. It might also be better to show the picture of the box, or bring the box and ask the students to ask the question themselves. The pasta brand is quite commonly available in supermarkets or grocery stores such as Whole Foods and
also on Amazon.com. The box has the nutrition label and a reference to the website where students can find more information about the ingredients Type: Problem-Solving Task Quinoa Pasta 2: This task has some aspects of a mathematical modeling problem (SMP 4) and also illustrates SMP 1 (Make sense of a Problem). Students are given all relevant
information about nutrition labels, but they need to understand how to use this information. They have to think that they can create two equations in two unknowns to solve the problem. Type: Pairs of integer problem solving activities: This activity addresses A-REI.3.6, solving systems of linear equations exactly, and provides a simple example of a
system with three equations and three unknowns. Two (of many) methods for solving the system are presented. The first takes the information given to make three equations into three unknowns that can then be solved by algebraic manipulation to find the three numbers. The second solution is smarter, creating a single equation in three unknowns
from the given information. This equation is then combined with the information given on the sum of pairs of numbers to deduce what the third number is. In fact, this solution is not simpler than the first one: rather, it establishes a slightly different set of equations that can be easily solved (the key is to take the sum of the three equations in the first
solution). Provides a good opportunity for the instructor to show different methods to solve the same system of linear. TYPE: How is the solution resolution activities of solving?: The purpose of this activity activity to continue a crucial strand of algebraic reasoning begun at the middle school level (e.g, 6.EE.5). By asking students to reason about
solutions without explicitly solving them, we get at the heart of understanding what an equation is and what it means for a number to be a solution to an equation. The equations are intentionally very simple; the point of the task is not to test technique in solving equations, but to encourage students to reason about them. Type: Problem-Solving Task
Population and Food Supply: In this task students use verbal descriptions to construct and compare linear and exponential functions and to find where the two functions intersect (F-LE.2, F-LE.3, A-REI.11). Type: Problem-Solving Task Braking Distance: This task provides an exploration of a quadratic equation by descriptive, numerical, graphical, and
algebraic techniques. Based on its real-world applicability, teachers could use the task as a way to introduce and motivate algebraic techniques like completing the square, en route to a derivation of the quadratic formula. Type: Problem-Solving Task Cash Box: The given solutions for this task involve the creation and solving of a system of two
equations and two unknowns, with the caveat that the context of the problem implies that we are interested only in non-negative integer solutions. Indeed, in the first solution, we must also restrict our attention to the case that one of the variables is further even. This aspect of the task is illustrative of mathematical practice standard MP4 (Model with
mathematics), and crucial as the system has an integer solution for both situations, that is, whether or not we include the dollar on the floor in the cash box or not. Type: Problem-Solving Task Accurately weighing pennies II: This task is a somewhat more complicated version of "Accurately weighing pennies I'' as a third equation is needed in order to
solve part (a) explicitly. Instead, students have to combine the algebraic techniques with some Problem solving (numerical reasoning, informed hypothesis, etc.) The (b) Ã is new in this task, as with only two types of pennies the weight of the collection determines how many pennies are in the collection. This is no longer¹ the case of three different
weights, but in this particular case, a collection of 50 Ã is too small to show any ambiguity. This is part of the reason for the part (c) of the question where the weight alone no longer determines¹ which type of cents Ã† in the roll. CiÃ² demonstrates how important levels of precision are in the measurement, as the response to part (B) might be different
if we were to measure on a scale that Ã is accurate only to the nearest tenth piÃ¹ of one gram instead of the hundredth piÃ¹ of one gram. Type: Troubleshooting Task An identity cubic: solving this problem with algebra requires consideration of a particular cubic equation (the difference of two cubes) and a quadratic equation. An alternative solution
using primes and arithmetic numbers is presented. Type: Activity problem resolution two squares are equal: this task in the classroom is intended to elicit a variety different methods to solve a quadratic equation (A-Rei.4). Some are simple (for example, expanding the square to the right and rearranging the equation so you can use the quadratic
formula); some are simple but intelligent (reasoning from the fact that X and (2x - 9) have the same square); some use tools (using a graphical calculator to graphically use the functions f (x) = x^2 and g (x) = (2x-90)^2 and searching for x values at which the two functions intersect). Some solution methods work on an arbitrary quadratic equation,
while others (such as the last three) may have difficulty or fail if the quadratic equation is not supplied in a particular form or if the solutions are not rational numbers. Type: Activity of Problems with carefully Pennies I: this problem involves the resolution of an algebraic equations system from a context: depending on how the problem is interpreted,
problem, It can be one or two equations. The main work in parts (a) and (b) is in the appropriate configuration of the equations. Question (c) is thinner and requires you to think carefully about the accuracy available in a particular measure (weight). The first two parts of this task could be used for teaching or evaluation purposes while the third part
should be strictly implemented for teaching purposes. Type: Problem Solving Task Same Solutions?: The purpose of this task is to provide students with the opportunity to think about the equivalence of equations. The instruction to provide reasons that do not depend on the resolution of the equation is intended to focus attention on the
transformation of equations as a deductive step. Type: Problem-solving activities that find parabola through two points: This problem-solving activity challenges students to find all quadratic functions described by equations and coordinates and describe how the graphs of these functions are related to each other. Type: your father’s problem solving
activity: this is a simple task that touches two key points of the functions. First of all, there is the idea that not all functions have real numbers like domain values and range values. Second, the activity addresses the problem of when a function admits an inverse and the process of “domain limitation” in order to achieve an invertible function. Type:
problem solving activity What function?: The activity deals with knowledge related to the interpretation of forms of functions derived from factoring or completion of the square. It requires students to pay particular attention to the information provided by the way the equation is represented and to the sign of the main coefficient, which is not
explicitly written, and then to link this information to the important of the graph. Type: Heating and cooling of the problem solving activity: This task is designed to be a direct assessment of the reading and interpretation of the graph. This task helps to reinforce the idea that when a variable variable time, t = 0 is chosen as an arbitrary point in time
and positive times are interpreted as successive times. Type: Problem-solving Task Throwing Baseballs: This task could be used for evaluation or for practice. It allows students to compare the characteristics of two differently represented quadratic functions, one as a graph of a quadratic function and one written algebraically. Specifically, students
are asked to determine which function has the maximum and the maximum non-negative root. Type: Problem-solving Task The Parking Lot: The purpose of this task is to investigate the meaning of function definition in a real-world context where the question arises whether there is more than one output for a given input. In more advanced courses
this task could be used to investigate whether a function has an inverse. Type: Task Solving Domains: The purpose of this task is to help students think of an expression for a function built by simple operations on the variable and understand the domain in terms of values for which each operation is not valid (e.g. divide by zero or take the square root
of a negative number). Type: Problem-solving Task Average Cost: This task asks students to find the average, write an equation, find the domain, and create a graph of the cost of producing DVDs. Type: Problem-solving Task Springboard Dive: The problem presents a context in which a quadratic function arises. Careful analysis, including the
graphical representation of the function, is closely related to the context. The student will gain valuable experience by applying the quadratic formula and the exercise also gives a possible implementation of completion of the square. Type: Problem-solving Pennies to Heaven: The aim of this task is to provide students with a context for studying large
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seinnep fo rebmun latot ehT you can² paint a very complete picture of a situation, in this case time. The characteristics of a chart, such as the maximum and minimum points, match the characteristics of another chart. For example, on a rainy day, the solar radiation is very low, and the cumulative rainfall graph increases with a large slope. Type:
Troubleshooting Workpoints on a Chart: This task is designed to achieve a common confusion between independent and dependent variables. This confusion often occurs in situations such as (b), where students are asked to solve a equation involving a function, and confuse this operation with function evaluation. Type: Task Solving Parables and
Reverse Functions: This problem Ã is a simple de-contextualized version of F-IF Your Father and F-IF Parking Lot. It also provides a natural context in which the function of the absolute value arises sinceÃ©, in part (b), solving x in terms of y means taking the square root of x^2, which Ã© |x.This task presupposes that students have an understanding
of the relationship between functions and equations. Type: Problem-solving Task Oakland Coliseum: This deceptively simple task asks students to find the domain and scope of a function from a given context. The function Ã is linear and if you simply look at it from a formulatic point of view, students could find the formula for the line and say that the
domain and range are all real numbers. Type: Problem-Solving Task Logistics Growth Model, Explicit Version: This problem introduces a logistics growth model in the concrete contexts of U.S. population estimate. The model provides a surprisingly accurate estimate that should be counteracted with linear and exponential models. Type: Problemsolving Logistics growth model, Summary version: task has only educational purposes and students should already be familiar with some specific examples of logistic growth functions. The aim of this task is to help students understand how different constants affect the shape of the graphic. Type: problem-solving is time?: This task can be used as a
quick evaluation to see if students can make sense of a graphic graphic in the context of a situation in the real world. Students must also pay attention to the staircase on the vertical axis to find correct correspondence. The first and third graphics seem very similar at first sight, but the values of the functions are very different since the stairs on the
vertical axes are very different. The task could also be used to generate a group discussion on the interpretation functions given by the graphs. Type: equations and formulas of the task-solving: in this task, the students will use the inverse operations to solve the equations for the unknown variable or for the designated variable if there is more than
one. Type: problem-solving writing constraints: the purpose of this task is to teach students to write a constraint equation for a given context. The instructions that accompany this task should introduce the concept of compulsion equation as an equation that regulates the possible values of the variables in question (that is, "constraint" of these
values). In particular, it is worth differentiating the role of constraint equations from more functional equations, for example, formulas to convert from Gradi Celsius to Gradi Fahrenheit. The task consists in interpreting the context and choosing the variables to represent the quantities, which are governed by the compulsion equation and by the fact
that they are not negative (allowing to limit the graphs to the points of the first dial only). The four parts are independent and can be used as separate activities. Type: problem-solving interpretation of the graphic: the purpose of this task is helping students learn to read information on a function from its graphic designer, asking them to show the
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Bernardo and Sylvia Play a game: This task presents a simple but mathematically interesting game whose solution is a challenging exercise in creating and reasoning with algebraic inequalities. The core of the task is to convert a verbal statement into a mathematical inequality in a context where inequality is obviously not presented, and then
repeatedly use inequality to deduce information about the structure of the game. Type: Problem-Solving Task Fishing Adventures 2: Students are asked to write down and solve an inequality to determine how many people can safely rent a boat. Type: Problem-Solving Task Sports Equipment Set: The student is asked to write and solve an inequality to
match the context. Type: Problem-Solving Task Distances on the Number Line 2: The purpose of this task is to strengthen students' understanding of rational numbers as points on the number line and to provide them with a visual way of understanding that the sum of a number and its inverse additive (usually called its “opposite”) is zero. Type:
Problem-Solving Task Comparison of freezing points: In this task, students answer a question about the difference between two temperatures which are negative numbers. Type: Number Line Problem Solving Task Operations: The purpose of this task is to help solidify students' understanding of signed numbers as points on a number line and to
understand the geometric interpretation of adding and subtracting signed numbers. There is a fine distinction in academic standards between a fraction and a rational number. Fractions are always positive, and when you think of the ab symbol as a fraction, you can interpret it as a piece of equal where b pieces make a whole. Type: Problem-Solving
Task Repeating Decimal as Approximation: Student Ã is invited to complete a long division that results in a repeated, repeated decimal, then use multiplication to "controlÂ" their response. The purpose of the task Ã is to make students reflect on the meaning of the decimal representation repeated through  approximation. Type: Problem-solving Dimes
and Quarters: Students are given a word problem that can be solved using a pair of linear equations. This task does not require the student to solve the system, but to recognize pairs of linear equations in two variables that would be used to solve the system. This is an important step in the system resolution process. Type: Troubleshooting Task
Regular planar tessellations: This task examines the ways in which the plane can² be covered by regular polygons in a very rigid arrangement called regular tessellation. These tessellations are studied here using algebra, which enters image through the formula for measuring the inner angles of a regular polygon (to be introduced or revised before
starting work). The objective is to use lâalgebra to figure out which tilings of the plane with regular polygons are possible. Type: Problem-solving Urban Taxi of Gotham: The purpose of this task Ã is to give students opportunity to solve a multi-step problem that can be addressed in many ways. This can be done by making a table, which helps to
illustrate  evolution  taxi fares for the different distances traveled and with some persistence leads to a solution that uses arithmetic. Ã you can also calculate a unit rate (dollars per mile) and use it to find the distance directly without making a table. Type: Problem-solving Compounding with an interest rate of 100%: This task provides an
approximation and definition, of and, in the context of an increasingly frequent compounding of interest in a bank account. Ã approach" Type: Problem-solving Task Who has the best job?: This task requires the student to draw and compare two proportional relationships and no neve dna ,seitic ni ciffart hguorht gnilevart emit si ereht ;tnemges hcae fo
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ksat siht fo esoprup yramirp ehT :noitcnuF raeniL a htiw gniledoM ksaT gnivloS-melborP :epyT .noitidda noitcnuf fo gnidnatsrednu lautpecnoc a poleved stneduts taht si tnetni ehT .mus rieht si taht noitcnuf eht fo hparg eht hcteks ot deksa era dna snoitcnuf owt fo hparg eht nevig era stneduts ,elpmaxe siht nI :snoitcnuF fo muS A ksaT gnivloSmelborP :epyT .stnenopxe lamiced evlovni taht srebmun laer owt fo ezis evitaler eht yfirev dna erapmoc ot stpecnoc ciarbegla rehto dna stnenopxe lanoitar fo seitreporp esu stneduts ,elpmaxe siht nI :tnenopxE lamiceD a fo noitaluclaC a gnikcehC ksaT gnivloS-melborP :epyT .txetnoc nevig eht ni epols fo gninaem eht nialpxe dna ,noitamrofni eht fo
hparg a ekam ,eeffoc fo ecirp tinu tuoba snoitseuq rewsna lliw stneduts ,elpmaxe siht nI :dnuoP eht yb eeffoC ksaT gnivloS-melborP :epyT .hparg eht fo epols eht sa etar tinu eht id otseihc eneiv itneduts ilga :imelborp ied enoizulosir id rennuR ksaT :opiT .enoizautis alled otsetnoc len enoisserpse ingo id otacifingis li erageips onoved idniuQ .itnelaviuqe
onos avittaoidar aznatsos al rep etinrof inoisserpse el ehc eramrefnoc amirp onoved itneduts ilG .itnelaviuqe inoisserpse orttauq id Ãtilitu'l atsartnoc otipmoc otseuQ .artla'nu id elitu ¹Ãip eresse ²Ãup Ãtitnauq alled enoisserpse'nu ,eragadni omaibbod otsetnoc led ottepsa'lled adnoces A .inna ilg opod avittaoidar aznatsos anu id Ãtitnauq al otipmoc
otseuq ni , Ãtitnauq assets al onovircsed ehc ilaiznenopse inoisserpse erevircs rep isrevid idom itlom onos ic :ilaiznenopse inoisserpse id imelborp ied enoizulosir id Ãtivitta id emrof :opiT .emar id immarg id issat odnazzilitu ,omisetnec nu eraf rep ilairetam ied otsoc li eraloclac id itneduts ilga edeihc otipmoc otseuQ :?omisetnec nu elav otnauQ
imelborp ied enoizulosir id otipmoc :opiT .otnup otrec nu da ocorpicer li eravort id atnuigga enoizacilpmoc al eritseg ehcna onoved am ,irtil ni inollag e irtemolihc ni ailgim el eritrevnoc id olos non itneduts ilga edeihcir amelborp li :imelborp ied enoizulosir al rep etnarubrac led azneiciffE :opiT .otnematnuppa elat id acitsitats arutan al us ¨Ã iuq
enoiznetta'L .21 oinobrac e 41 oinobrac art otroppar li odnarusim icinagro ilairetam ied Ãte'l onarusim itaizneics ilg emoc ,ocitsitats e ocitametam atsiv id otnup nu ad ,animase otipmoc otseuq :II gnitaD 41 oinobrac led imelborp ied enoizulosir id Ãtivitta'lled azzetaruccA :opiT .otnematnuppa elat id acitsitats arutan al us ¨Ã iuq enoiznetta'L .21
oinobrac e 41 oinobrac art otroppar li odnarusim icinagro ilairetam ied Ãte'l onarusim itaizneics ilg emoc ,ocitsitats e ocitametam atsiv id otnup nu ad ,animase otipmoc otseuq :I gnitaD 41 oinobrac led imelborp ied enoizulosir id Ãtivitta'lled azzetaruccA :opiT .otatlusir li eralanges iuc noc azzetarucca id ollevil lus iziduig eremirpse onoved itneduts
ilg otnatreP .etnatsoc ¨Ã non Ãticolev al nhabotuA enoisnerpmoc enoisnerpmoc adnoforp anu odnegnuiggar e otagnulorp oroval nu a ottada ,ovitangepmi otipmoc nu ¨Ã otseuq :ipmac i onogloccar ehc imelborp ied enoizulosir id Ãtivitta :opiT .adilav ¨Ã atad enoizaraihcid al es eranimreted rep Ãtinu el unit. Students are given a scenario and are asked
to determine the number of people needed to complete the quantity time. The task requires students to expose, make sense of, and persevere in solving problems. An algebraic solution Ã is possible but complicated; a simple and more sophisticated numerical solution Ã ³¹ requires a skillful use of units and quantitative reasoning. Then the task aligns
with MAFS.912.A-CED.1.1 or MAFS.912.N-Q.1.1, depending on approach. Type: Problem-solving Square root calculation of 2: This task Ã is intended for educational purposes, so that students can acquire familiarity with  use  a calculator and understand what can be² or not to do. This work is opportunity to work on the concept of place value (in
parts [b] and [c]) and also to understand part of an argument for which the square root of 2 is not a rational number. Type: Problem-solving Task Throwing a ball: Students manipulate a given equation to find specific information. Type: Problem-solving Task Pay rent: Students solve problems tracking the balance of a current account used only to pay
rent. This simple conceptual task focuses on what it means for a number to be a solution to an equation, rather than the process of solving equations. Type: Problem-solving Task Buying acarStudents extrapolate the list price of acar given  total amount paid in states with different tax rates  In this task, there is no  emphasis  complex procedures of
solution. Rather, the progression of the equations, from two involving different values of sales tax to one involving sales tax as a parameter, Ã is designed to encourage  habit  seek regularity in the solution procedures, so that students do not face li li ,osac otseuq nI .esrevni inoiznuf el etnadraugir etnatropmi amelborp nu atnorffa ksat otseuQ
:inoizisopmoC elled icifarG gnivloS ksaT :opiT .irailimaf eigolopit el enraton a onirapmi am ,amelborp ovoun nu emoc enoizauqe ,enoizinifed reP :etardauq icidar el eramitS ksaT gnivlos-amelborP :opiT .itipmoc ied )EL-F( opmac len ovitacifingis olour nu eglovs ehc ,e oremun li eravitom e errudortni id olleuq ¨Ã oirailisua opocs onu ,otsetnoc nu ad
inoiznuf odneurtsoc ,)FB-F( dradnats olla etnemacificeps eglovir is otipmoc otseuq ertneM .etnemaunitnoc otsopmoc esseretni ottos idlas i rep elareneg alumrof alled esab alla otnemanoigar li appulivs otipmoc otseuQ :%5 led esseretni id ossat nu noc gnidnuopmoC gnivlos-amelborP :opiT »Â.aticilpse acitardauq enoiznuf anu eriurtsoC«Â us asab is e
icittadid ipocs olos ah otipmoc otseuQ .ociroet atsiv id otnup nu ad acitardauq alumrof al eravired rep odotem nu otartsomid eneiv asrosir atseuq nI :elareneg acitardauq enoiznuf anu eriurtsoC otipmoC gnivlos-amelborP :opiT .ilanoizar inoisserpse noc inoizarepo e ilanoizar inoisserpse odnazzilitu atazzilana eresse ²Ãup elibomotuaânu id etnarubrac id
azneiciffeâl ,oipmese otseuq nI :etnarubrac id azneiciffE atanibmoC gnivlos-amelborP :opiT .irolav ied ellebat el odnazzilitu etnemecilpmes irolav i onanimreted e atisopmoc enoiznuf al onaterpretni itneduts ilG .etudnev itusset id elotacs id atidnev avitaler al e supmac len elazneulfni suriv nu id enoisuffid al ¨Ã oipmese otseuq id otsetnoc lI :supmac len
azneulfnI gnivlos-amelborP :opiT .emulov id Ãtinu rep aznatsid al onoglovnioc ehc imelborp irav rep inoisserpse erevircs id itneduts ilga edeihc otipmoc otseuQ :oiggartemolihC sag e oiggerg oilorteP ksaT gnivlos-amelborP :opiT .inoizauqe elled ,enoizulos allus ehc otsottuip ,enoizaerc allus ¨Ã isafneâL .ilibairav elled enucla rep iton irolav icificeps us
etasab inoizauqe erevircs id otseihc iop eneiv ilG .elaer elaidnom acilbbup aseps alled otsetnoc len ilibairav 5 onocsinifed ehc inoizamrofni etanimreted a otnemirefir onnaf itneduts ilg ,asrosir atseuq nI :onarg e imelborp ied enoizulosir al rep oroval id inaiP :opiT .otatimil ais non f id oinimod li ehc onem a f id osrevniâl ¨Ã non g am g enoiznuf alled
osrevniâl ¨Ã f square root of a number n Ã o the number you square to get n. The purpose of this task Ã¢ have students use the meaning of square root to find a â decimal approximation of the square root of a non-square integer. non-square. you may need guidance on how to deal with the task. Type: Useful troubleshooting task of a company : this
task compare utility of different forms of a quadratic expression. Students must choose which form most easily delivers information about the maximum value, zeros, and vertical intercept of a quadratic expression in the context of a real-world situation. Instead of manipulating one form into the other, students can make sense of the structure of
expressions. (From Algebra: Form and Function, McCallum et al., Wiley 2010) Type: Problem-Solving Task Increase or Decrease? Variant 2: The purpose of this task Ã¢ is to help students see expression manipulation as an activity undertaken for a purpose. Variant 1 of this activity has a more complex expression that already relates to in the correct
form to answer the question. The expression derives in physics as the reciprocal of the combined resistance of two parallel resistors. However, the context is not explicitly considered in the present case. Type: Problem-Solving Task Downhill: This task would be particularly suitable for educational purposes. Students will benefit from a class discussion
about the slope, the y-intercept, the x-intercept, and the implications of the narrow domain to interpret more¹ precisely ciÃ² that the Ão equation models. Type: Problem-Solving Task Ice Cream: This task illustrates the process of reorganizing the terms of an expression to reveal different aspects about quantity which represents precisely the language
used in MAFS.912.A-SSE.2.3. Students are equipped with an expression that provides the temperature of a container at time t, and must use simple inequalities (for example, that 2t>0 for all t) to reduce complexity an expression in a shape that limits the temperature of an ice cream container enoizitepir enoizitepir atad anu eremirpse id odarg ni
onais itneduts ilg ehc enoppuserp Ãtivitta'L :ilanoizar iremun enoizacifitnedI ksaT gnivloS-melborP :opiT .itnedive iser as a hamlet. Teachers looking for a task to complete this underlying knowledge could consider the related task "8.ns conversion of the decimal representations of rational numbers in fractional representations". Type: Problem-Solving
Task irrational numbers on the numerical line: when students track irrational numbers on the numerical line, it helps to strengthen the idea that they adapt to a numerical system that includes the most familiar entire and rational numbers. This is a good time for teachers to start using the term "real numerical line" to underline the fact that the
numerical system represented by the numerical line is the real numbers. When students begin to study complex numbers in high schools, they will meet numbers that are not on the real numerical line (and are, in fact, on a "numerical plan"). This task could be used for evaluation, or if elaborated a little, it could be used in an instructive context. Type:
Problem -Solving Task Sum of Even and ODD: students explore and manipulate the expressions according to the following instruction: a function F defined for -a
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